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Abstract. This project is about constructing a pedagogical tool for
sustainable urban simulation and analysis based on simple network
algorithm, where a user (acts as urban designer) can construct an urban
scenario, simulate, and analyze the development. This can be done by
encoding sustainable urban design parameters with the sequence of
simulation.

1. Introduction
Learning n. knowledge acquired by study (POD, 1994).The human learning
process is very elaborate. Our learning does not stop at the schools, but extends
throughout the life. In today’s digital world, we acquire knowledge by many
different ways. Digital renaissance has affected the human culture largely
(Rushkoff, 2002). Digital learning is revolutionizing the whole system of
education. Digital simulation is used in various fields, from pilot training to
laboratory science in grade education. The project deals with one such
experiment where a simulation program is used as a pedagogical tool for urban
development.
Green city is a sustainable urban simulation engine, which can be developed
as an urban simulation and analysis tool or as a pedagogical city building game.
In this project, the green city is modeled as sustainable urban simulation and
analysis tool. Its functioning is contiguous to SimCity (http://
www.download.com/Sim-City-2000/3000-7481_4-10246049.html, Dec. 2007),
in terms of constructive activities and user roles. The user constructs the urban
scenario, with the available resources and components in the city canvas. Every
development component provides the user with the choice of either being
sustainable or conventional. The conventional development has lower initial
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costs and higher running costs. The sustainable development has higher initial
costs and comparitively lower running costs and consumes very less natural
resources and power. The user has to maintain a balance between the city’s
resources and funds with development. The development simulation program
is encoded with sustainable urban design parameters, hence the program
operates sensitively towards the sustainable urban simulation.
2. Understanding Green City
The Green City is designed considering a generic City structure. Here the ground
is referred to city canvas. The development of the urban scenario/city is
measured in terms of its available resources and funds. Initially, the user feeds
the data of the available natural resources and funds. Then, he proposes various
constructive activities from the available components. Proposing any activity
into the canvas has cost implication from the available principle funds. To
simulate the development, the user needs to satisfy the basic infrastructure for
the proposed components. Soon after the components are in place, the simulation
starts. The Simulation affects the statistics and resources of the city.
When the resources/funds/statistics graph falls acute, there raises
‘DEMAND’ stimulating the user to take a decision as per existing field condition
(Allen, 1997). Every time when the user satisfies the ‘demand’, the development
progresses towards the constructive phase. If not, the development faces a
recession. This is generally a slow cycle.

Figure 1. Structure of Green City.
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2.1. STRUCTURE OF THE SIMULATION

This program is based on the simple network algorithm, encoded with the
sustainable urban design parameters. These parameters are extracted from
widely accepted urban design parameters like LEED-ND (USGBC, 2005), City
of Tucson, Arizona Design Guidelines (City of Tucson, 1999) and from case
studies of city of Curitiba (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curitiba, Jan. 2007)
and Canary wharf (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Wharf, Jan. 2007).
Basically, these parameters are broken into simple rule sets and logical
formulations.

Figure 2. Structure of simulation and sustainable urban design parameters

3. Tool Architecture
3.1. INTERFACE

The interface is designed and built in flash. The menu bar and tool bar are
designed in ribbon fashion. The navigator, time controller and the status bar is
docked to the bottom of the screen enabling a wider view over the city canvas.
The overall resource meter and funds (control) meter is designed within the
menu bar for user attention. The visual concept of the canvas and the components
is 3d isometric and tile-based, where the component edges, snap to the grid.
The background imagery of the interface is taken from Google earth. (Google
Inc, 2006) These components are categorized in four panels: Development
panel, Infrastructure panel, Social Panel, Recreational Panel. (shown in Figure 4)
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Figure 3. Interface of Green City

3.1.1. Development panel
The residential, commercial and industrial components are grouped under this
panel. The user can choose the density and the sustainability factor of the
components from this panel. The running cost and the prospective resource
utilization is displayed for the chosen component in this panel. The components
in this panel have three stages of development: 1. no development; 2. first
stage of development; and 3. second stage of development.

Figure 4. A. Development panel, B. Infrastructure pa., C. Social pa., D. Recreational panel.

3.1.2. Infrastructure, Social, and Recreational panel
These panels have rest of the components for infrastructure, recreational, civic,
and social activities. The initial cost is displayed with the icon.
3.1.3. Dash board
This panel contains two types of toolboxes, Mapping tools and Edit mode.
Mapping tools have five subcomponents, which is used only for development
analysis. The nature of these tools is dealt in section 5.
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The Edit mode contains five sub modes. By default, the user works on
‘construct mode’, to build the model in the canvas. By switching to ‘destroy
mode’, the user can destroy a component from the city canvas. The destruction
of a component also has cost implication, as like in real life. In the ‘multiply
mode’, the user can make the canvas as menu bar, the components are duplicated
as the user drags it to other places. However, the cost implication for the new
component applies.

Figure 5. Edit mode and mapping tools

3.1.4. Resources, Statistics, Control (Funds), and Climate panels
The resources panel provides the user with the statistical data on the geology
of the city canvas. The statistics panel provides the user with the statistical
data on the civic and social factors of the city. The control panel displays the
statistical data on the available funds and allows the user to set the percentage
of tax for residential, commercial, and industrial development. With respect
to the Global positioning of the model and with climatic data, the climate panel
provides data on available solar energy, Wind energy or other sources of energy
for generating green power. The global warming meter, measures the average
air-temperature.

Figure 6. A. Resources panel, B. Statistics panel, C. Control panel and D. Climate panel

3.1.5. Status-bar, Time-control, and Navigator
The status bar contains three divisions ‘general bar’, ‘critical resource bar’,
and ‘critical statistics bar’. The general bar displays basic tips with respect to
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the dragged components and general sustainability tips. The demand
functionality processes the outcome of simulation and displays the result with
respect to statistics and funds in these two bars. The navigator helps the user to
browse through the city canvas, with respect to the direction. The time-control
displays the time in days, months, and year. For the simulation purpose, the
time is scaled up to minute per year. However, this factor is customizable.
3.3. WORKING

The user constructs the urban scenario by using the components from the menu
panels. The user can choose the sustainable nature of components before
proposing. The cost of proposing an activity is deducted from the available
funds. The initial cost of a sustainable component is higher when compared
with conventional component. However, the generated tax (gross tax-running
costs) and the resource consumption are comparatively lesser.
The component, as in when the user proposes, has no development. As
soon as the basic infrastructure is satisfied, the first stage of development occurs.
Based on the range ‘values’ the component may reach the second stage of
development.

Figure 7. Three stages of development for Residential component

The components in the city canvas yields a set of values to the master array.
From this array, the resources, statistics, and the available funds are calculated.
The solar and wind energy are calculated from the externally fed datasheets.
The global warming meter is calculated by comparing the history and the present
condition of the resources. The statistical reports of these factors are then taken
into the demand functionality, where the most critical ‘demand’ is calculated
and displayed in the status bar.
The user by satisfying the demand in consecutive steps quenches the critical
need of the city. If the user fails to satisfy the demand, the criticality of the
‘demand’ will increase by the time. The more the unsatisfied critical demands,
the less the development would be. This is a cyclic and slow process in reality.
Hence, for simulation purpose the time-break is reduced.
4. Simple Network Algorithm
Every component has bi-range (high intensity range and low intensity range)
with in which the component can emit its values. The range and the value vary
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for other component. For example, ‘A’ component emits ‘A’ set of values with
in ‘A’ range. The same component has ‘X’ set of values in ‘X’ range for other
component ‘X’. The ‘value’ emitted is a preprogrammed set of rules/parameters,
that are executed, corresponding to the user action. Further, specified set of
components can also form ‘community’, which has differential range and starts
to emit different set of values. For example, consider value set: SCHOOL
PROXIMITY: A residential neighborhood component emits a range, for school
component. If it cannot discover a school component within its range, the
development may not yield positive statistics over the child education, or health.
If the same component forms a strong community, it can simulate a new school
with in its community.
The algorithm facilitates to program ‘values’ over any component followed
by user action over the component. The time is a dynamic factor in the
simulation. The user has control over the speed of simulation.

Figure 8. Component reading the other component in the neighborhood

5. Mapping Tools
These are add-ons for the primary simulation engine. Most of these tools works
on the same algorithm, but helps the user to analyze the given model.
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5.1. URBAN PATTERN

The tool freezes the constructed model down to basic color patterns. Unique
color codes are assigned to infrastructure, residential, commercial, industrial
development, recreational, civic, and social buildings.
5.2. POPULATION

As per the stages of development, the intensity of population varies with
components. Apart from population statistics, this tool provides only visual
understanding of the distribution of population.

Figure 9. Urban pattern and population mapping on a constructed model

5.3. URBAN HEAT ISLAND

This tool maps the congested areas of the development. Any urbanscape without
lung spaces may change the microclimate of the surrounding, thereby causing
additional resource consumption on mechanical cooling and higher power
consumption. The affected components are highlighted with blinking red color.
5.4. LOCATION EFFICIENCY

This mapping could only be checked individually to the components. When a
component is selected with this tool, it shows line connectivity to the nearest
infrastructure, social and recreational component. If some component does not
fall under the range of the component, there will not be any line-connectivity
between the components.
5.5. FLUX AND FLOW

This tool analyzes traffic flow over a given streetscape. This tool works on the
same algorithm and produces an intensity map over the given constructed model.
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Generally, the road pixels at the ends are not accounted for simulation. The
high intense traffic is marked big red dots, the medium in big green dots, medium
low in big white dots, and the low intensity in small red dots.

Scenario 1–
development
of activites

Scenario 2 –
increased
densification

Scenario 3 –
densification and
flow analysis

Scenario on busy
road with various
activities

Figure 10. Various scenario of flux and flow analysis.

5.6. INTEROPERABILITY

Any analysis software would not be appreciated, unless it has an option to
export the created/analyzed/resultant model for further analysis and use. This
functionality is successfully loaded in green city. By tracking the position of
various components in the city canvas, we can export a pre-programmed set of
codes that could auto-compose to the profile of existing model. In near future,
we can export the components to 3d based (file type: mod) files, which is
accessible in ‘ECOTECT’ (Marsh, 2005).
5. Real-time Analysis
The potential of the program is explored by analyzing a given urban scenario
and redesigning the same based on the analytic results achieved.
An existing urban scenario Ambattur, Chennai (Figure 12.a) has been
reconstructed in GreenCity (Figure 12.b) and analysed in terms of its location
efficiency and resources efficiency (Figure 12.c). The same model is reused
for redesigning the scenario. The demolition and the construction consumes
additional city resources, hence the feasibility of the new proposal, with respect
to available funds could also be calculated.

a. Urban scenario –
Ambattur, Chennai

b. Recreated
Urban scenario Ambattur

c. Analysis results – d. Redesigned scenario in overlay of Urban
in overlay of Urban
pattern and population pattern and population
mapping
mapping

Figure 11. Reconstructed model and Analytical model with results.
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Since the scenario consists of triangular road junctions, the main roads are
pre-edited with programming accessibility. Currently, some results like location
efficiency are graphical and hence those results could only be viewed
graphically. The Figure 12.d shows the proposal with overlay of population,
urban pattern, and location efficiency.
The changes imposed in this urban scenario has definite immediate cost
implication, but program can simulate long term results in a short break of
time, by which the decision making process is made efficient
6. Future Development
The project is a based on pedagogical tool. In future, the focus of the project
may refine to dynamic simulation tool, where the user/urban designer could
load topographical and statistical data from internet and begins the redesigning
process. The simulation includes cost and time as a major component for
development. Hence what ever changes been imposed, has an immediate impact
in the available funds and long term results of the same could also analyzed
within few minutes. Alternatively, the potential of the ‘simple network
simulation’ could be much explored, so that we could build a ‘generative urban
pattern tool’ with in an enclosed site.
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